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ABSTRACT: The seasonal growth rate, morphological var
iability and fecundity of Erophila ver11a were analysed fur 
seven years in plots differing in seedling density. The 
relative growth rate of individuals is independent of den
sity, whereas the size of the vegetative organs and the 
fecundity of the plants are significantly correlated with 
the density of seedlings. With the same initial abundance 
of a population, seed productio~ will thus depend on its 
spatial structure, that is, on the number of aggregations 
formed by a specific number of seedlings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

From the ecological ·point of view the question of morpholog-
• 

ical variability of plants belonging to the same population re-
solves itself into two basic problems: (1) looking for some non
-genetic sources of variability, and (2) assessment of the role 
of this variability. 

Responsible for the non-genetic variability of individualsare 

both quantifiable environmental factors and specific effects of 
the joint action of the genotype and the environment (R i e g e r, 

Mic ha e 1 is and Green 1974)~ A no lessi111Jortant role, 
as suggested by the population studies of the last twenty years, 

can be attributed to the interactions between individuals, espe
cially under the conditions of population overcrowding relative 

to the richness of the biotope (H a r p e r 1977). 

Plant population overcrowding is a common phenomenon in natu
ral ecological systems. The process of dying does not usually e

liminate the whole "surplus" of individuals, and being plastic and, 
by nature, unable to actively translocate themselves,plants react 

to the necessity of sharing the biotope resources which are too 
scarce by a reduced fecundity (P D 1 m b 1 a d 1968). Under the 
conditions of mutual pressure of individuals drawing on the same 
pool of resources only the strongest of them attain an exuberant 
growth and produce a large number of diaspores; most of them veg-
etate in a state of .. underdevelopment" without any chance to re

produce (H a r p e r and W h i t e 1974 ). Studies carried out 
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so far also indicate that differences between individualsincrease . . 
considerably as the density of the population grows (0 b e i d, 
M a c h i n. and H a r p e r 1967). 

The .above facts concern primarily laboratory systems. In na
tu ral ecosystems differences between the individuals of a popula
tion are probably the result of a simultaneous combined action of 

. 
genetic. biotope, bio~oenotic and intra-population factors. The 

determination of the real contribution of inter-individualactions 
to the maintenance of these differences is therefore rather dif
ficult, especia~ly in view of the variable environmental condi· 
tions, a complex population structure and differences in popula
tion density within the biochore. 

An evaluation of the role of intra-population interactions among 
the factors responsible for the variab1lity of individuals is an 

• 

important link in an appropriate assessment of the importance of 
these interactions .in the regulation of population abundance.Th~s 
follows from the fact that differences between individuals are 
closely related to the uneven sharing-out of the resources at the 

disposal of the population as a whole, the uneven sharing-out be
ing essential to ·its stabi~ity (~ o m nick i 1980). 

In t~e present study a trial has been undertaken for analys
ing the effect of int.ra-population interactions on the growth 
rate, morphological differences and fecundity of the individuals 
of a natural population of Erophila verna. On account of the ob
jective of the study, the growth rate, morphological characters, 

' 

and fecundity of the individuals were investigated for several 
years in natural, spatially separated aggregations consisting Qf 

a varying number of individuals separated by different distances, 
thus being subject to intra-population interactions differing in 
intensity. 

The choice of the study object was not fortuitous. An annual 
pop~~ation of E. verna inhabits homogeneous, scantly overgrown 
sand areas, and completes the life history before the period of 
an intensive growth of the remaining species of the phytocoenosis 
(S y m o n i d e s 1983). So it is almost a model natural object 
for studying the intra-population interactions, consistingof even
-aged individuals acting on each other in a similar waythroughout 
the biochore, without any major disturbances from individuals of 
other plant species. 'In this situation it was possible to assume 
that: (1) the intensity of the interactions between the individu-
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als of E. verna is first of all the function· of the distances se

parating them, and (2) the intra-population relations may vary 
from year to year, because of different weather conditions during 
the growth and development of the individuals. 

This paper represents part of wider studies carried out for 

the assessment of the effect of inter-individual interactions on 

the seasonQl and many-years' population dynamics of e. verna. The 
first paper of the series contains a discussion of the course of 

seasonal changes in the number of individuals in relation to den
sity, and an analysis of the rate of plant development under dif
ferent pressure of individuals of the same species (S y m o n i
d e s 1983). The third, the last, paper of the series (S y m o
n i d e s - in press) ~vill present the results of expe_rimental 
in~astigations the aim of which was to determine the longevity of 
seeds, their ability to germinate, and the germinating conditions. 
The investigations were expected to show whether differences in 
the fecundity of individuals are a factor regulating the fecundity 
of the population, and whether fecundity is a mechanism regulat• 

ing the abundance of an E. verna population, as important as mor

tality. 

2. METHODS 

The field studies were carried out in the years 1968-1974 in 
a patch of Festuco-Koelerietum glaucae Klika 1931, partially in 

the same four areas (each of 4 m2 ) in which the survival and de

velopment of E. verna had been analysed (S y m o n 1 d e s 1983)o 

Each area was divided into 400 plots, each of 0.01 m2 • Each year 

at the beginning of the growing season plots were selected to re

present five density classes with the following numbers of seed

lings: class I - 1-2, class II - 5-10, class III - 15-30, class 

IV - 35-50, closs V - 55 or moreo The distances between seedlings 
in plots of the pDrticular classes were as follows: 10-12 cm, 2-
-4 cm, 1.0-1.5 c m, 0.4-0.8 cm and less than 0.2 cm, respectivelyo 

The seedlings growing in these plots represented 70.3% (in 1970) 

to 84.6% (in 1973 ) of the total number of individuals found within 
the study areas. 

The analysis of the growth rote o f individuals under differ

ent density conditions wos based on 21 thousond measurements. Six 
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times during each growing season: towards the end of the seedling 
phase, vegetative growth, budding6 flowering, fruiting and seed 
disseminating a measurement was made of 500 randomly selected in
dividuals representing the five density classes - 100 per class. 
If the number of density class I plots was less than 100, addi
tional plots were laid out in the immediate vicinity of the area. 
For each density class separately the average value was calculat
ed of the character studied, as well as the standard deviation and 
variability coefficient. 

A more complete analysis of the morphological diversityof the 
individuals was always carried out only once a year, in the fruit-. 
ing phase. The following characters were taken into account: 
stalk length (if . a plant had more than one stalk, only the lcngest 

1 

of them was measured), root length, diameter of the leaf-rosette, 
number of stalks, number of silicles. As it was necessary to dig 
up the plants, the material to be studied was collected outside 
the permanent areas, but ·always from plots of the same size and 
representing the same seedling density classes. For this purpose, 
in early spring each year 100 additional plots of density classes 
I and II were chosen, and 20 plots of each of the remaining clas
ses. From each of these plots 100 individuals were taken at ran
dom for measurements. 

To estimate the average number of seeds per a silicle, a sample 
of 100 silicles was randomly taken from the plants of coch of "the 

density classes. The product of the number of silicles and the 
average number of seeds per a silicle defines the value of ind.i
vidual seed production, being therefore an index of the fecundity 
of an individual. On the basis of the know11 number of plants re
presenting the different density classes, and the known fecundity 
of these plants the contribution wos determined of theindividuols 
of each of the classes to the total seed production. 

The statistical elaboration of the results consisted in the 

calculation of the mean values of the particular characters, con
fidence intervals and correlation coefficients for determining 
the correlation between characters. 

The average, for the seven-year study period, value of the 
m~rphological characters of individuals growing in density clas
ses II, III, IV and V were compnred with the average volues ofthe 
same characters in individuols representing class I, by usingthe 
J e n t y s - S z a f e r o w a (1959) method. 
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The relationship between the density of seedlings and the fe

cundity of individuals growing under different density conditions 

was assessed on the basis of the values of the coefficient of cor
relation and the coefficient of regression. Taken into account in 

the calculations v1as a seven-year average fec~ndi ty of iroividuals 

growing in plots differing in respect of density exactly by 

seedlings in the interval of 1 to 56. Each year each density var
iant was represented by 10 replications. 

In all calculations the level of significance of 0.05 was a

dopted. 
Data on the floristic composition in the study areas and weath

er conditions during the growth and development of E. verna are 

presented in the first paper of the present series (S y m o n i

d e s 1983). 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Course of the growth of individuals 
under different ·density conditions 

• 

The results from measurements of E. verna individuals in the 

particular phenological phases indicate several regularities. Re

ga~dl~ss of weather conditions, seed germination dates and den

sity, the size of the seedlings was almost identical each year, 

ranging from 0.27 ·to 0.29 cm. The seedling phase is the only pe

riod when there are not virtually any differences between the in

dividuals of a population. In the next phase, in as short a time 

as several days very clear di~ference~ can already -be seen which 

persist till the end of the life history of the whitlow grass(Fig. 

1 ). 

Another regularity is the relationship, recurring every year, 

between the density of seedlings and the height they attain in the 

next life stages. From the vegetative growth phase on the greater 

the distances separating the seedlings, the taller were ~1e plants, 

relatively smull differences being fou~d only between class~ and 

class V individuals. 
It should be noted that striking density differences between 

plots of the particular density classes occur only at the early 

life stages of the populationo Later on, as a result of a much 
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higher denth rate in class IV and V plots than in those of the 

remoinder of classes they become several times smaller. In some 
years there simply occurs a reversed sequence of plots represent
ing higher and higher densities. In 1973, for instance, the densi
ty of class v · individuals in the flowering and fruiting phases was 
lower that of class III and IV individuals (Fig. 2). 

Different weather conditions in the particular growing seasons 
do not change the basic pattern of relationships between the num
ber of seedlings per unit areo and the height of individuals in 
later ontogenetic stages. However, differences between the density 
classes are smaller if seeds germinate very early, and the grow
ing season is therefore relatively longer than when germination 
is late, and the growing period short. In 1968, for example, with 
a 64-day growing period density class I individuals were four 
times as big as class V individuals, wherees in 1970 when the pe
riod was only half as long - as much ~s seven times. 

E. vernn individuals grow in height throughout their life his
tory, but from the budding pl1ase on this growth is relatively 
small. An analysis of the relative growth rate, as expressed in 
per cent of the final, average for seven years, height of individ
uals, indicates that it is similar in the respective phases, re
gardless of the density. Differences between individuals of the 
particular classes are more conspicuous only in the last period 
of their life when the relationship between the relative growth 
rate and the distance between individuals is clear, the shorter 
the initial distances, the higher the rate. Regardless of the con
siderable differences in density at the seedling stage, and con-

' 

siderable differences in the size of the individuals towards the 
end of their life, 60-66% of their growth is accompli_shed before 
flower bud f~rmation (Fig. 3). 

Simultaneously with an intensive growth of individuals there 
occurs an increase in the variability coefficientJ the higher the 
density class, the greater the value of the coefficient (Fig. 4). 
Variation in the height of individuals within density classes 
and II, that is, free from the pressure of other members of the 
population or subject to it to a small degree only,increases very 
slowly from the vegetative growth phase on, attaining the highest 
value in the fruiting period whereafter it falls gradually. 

The same direction of changes in the value of the coefficient 

I 
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has been found for plots of classes IV and V, but in this case 
the growth and decrease of its value were rapid. The variability 
of the character studied was in each phase greater than at a low 
density~ The value of the coefficient changed stepwise in the in
termediate density class, where it attained the maximum still in 
the flowering phase (Fig. 4). 

.· 

3.2. Effect of density on the morphological 
features of individual~ 

All the morphological characters of fruiting E. verna individ
uals taken into account in the biometric analysis can be included 
among plastic characters. This is indicated on the one hand by con
spicuous differences between individuals ~f the samedensity class 
in the consecutive growing seasons, and on the other hand by dif
ferences, recurring every year, between individuals depending on 

the density under which they grew. In the latter case the con
fidence limits calculated for mean valu~s of the particular cha
racters overlap only partially when class IV and V individualsare 
compared (Fig. 5). Such a result shows that the value of each 
character is affected by the influence of two groups of factors: 
weather conditions and intra-population interactions. 

Each year each character attains a higher value if the den
sity of individuals in the seedling phase is lower, the lower the 
density, the higher the value of the character. The different weath-
er conditions in the particular years, and 

• 

particularly the dura
tion of the life history, determine only the absolute differences 
b'et\~leen the values of the respective characters. Individuals of the 
low density classes were to a larger extent subject to the action 
of external factors than were those of the high density classes. 
Hence under favourable external conditions and with a long life 
history of the population (1973 and 1968) differences between the 
respective characters of individuals representing extreme density 
classes are considerably greater than in years with an unfavourab-
le system of climatic factors or delayed germination (1969 and 
1974 ). 

The comparison of the average, for the study period, valuesof 
characters in the particular density classes, made by using J e n
t y -s - S z a f e r o w a ' s (1959) method, makes possible an 
unequivocal evaluation of the effect of the interactions between 
individuals on their habitus and size. The unit of referenceadopt-

.. 
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A- stalk length (plant height), 8 - root length, C- leaf-roset
te diameter, D- number of s ilicles, E- number of stalks.Density 

c lasses I-V as in Figure 1 

ed in this analysis wa s the characters of individuals represen_t

ing class I, tha t i s, free from the pressure of neighbours (Fig. 6). 

The course of the curves indicates that E. verna individuals 

react strongly to the presence of other members of the population 

in their immediate v i cinity. Compared with the unit of reference, 

individuals grown under higher-density conditions show a shorter 

stalk and root, smaller leaf-ro~ette, smaller numberof st~lks and 

smaller number of s ilicles. 

The · great simila rity of class IV and V individuals suggests 

that above a cer t a in threshold of numbers, amounting to about 55 

seedlings per 0.01 m2 , any further increase in density has a weak

er and weaker e f f ect on the morphological features of individuals. 

The shape of the curves in Figure 6 indicates a similar degn3e 
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The diagram is based on average values for the study period. Den

sity classes I-V as in Figure 1 

of sensitivity of the choracters studied to the conditions for 
growing which deteriorate with increasing density. A relatively 
less p·lastic character is the. leaf-rosette diameter, although in 
this case, too, the differences between individuals of the differ-. 
ent classes are significant at the 5% level of error risk. 

All the characters are closely positively correlated, and no 
significant differences have been found in respect . of the degree 

of correlation in the successive study yearso The highest value 

of the correlation coeffidient (r = 0.94 and r = 0.96) character
izes two character pairs: sialk length-root length, and number of 
stalks-number of silicles. A slightly weaker correlation has been 
found for the leaf-rosette diameter and the number of silicles. 
In this case also the value of the correlation coefficient is high, 
ranging from 0.86 to 0.91 in the particular years. 

3.3. Effect of density on the fecundity of individuals 

The fecundity of individuals expressed by the number of seeds 
produced (undamaged) varies, depending on the ~enther conditions 

during the growth and development of E. verna, length of life his

tory and density (Fig. 7 A). 
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Density classes I-V as in Figure 1 

If all the above factors are favourable, the fecundity is .very 

high. Individuals free from the pressure of neighbours (class I) 
growing under favourable weather conditions and with an early 

germination date produce over 1000 seeds (in 1968 and 1973). The 
fecundity of this plant group was reduced by about 30% due to 

a shortening of the vegetative growth phase (in 1970), and by 
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. -
almost 50A) as a result of a drought which accompanied the gro~vth 

of e. verna (in 1974). · _ 

A yet stronger reaction to the action of the above factors 
wa s found in plants grown in plots with the largest number of 
seedlings (class V). Individual seed production in 1970 was lower 
. 
by about 50~, and in 1974 by as much as 64~ than in 1973. 

However, the most important factor causing ~ifferences in in
dividual fecundity is the intra-population interactions. While 
the average for the study period seed production by class II in
dividuals represents 70.8~ of the production in class I plots,in 
class III .it decreases on the average by two thirds, and is thir-

. 
teen times lower in class IV, and over twenty-four times lower 
in class V! 

The highest absolute differences in seed production in plots 
of the different density classes were found in 1973, that is, 

. 
under favourable climatic conditions and with a long ~ife history 
of the population. However, density pressure has the strongest 
effect in a system of adverse environmental conditions. This is 
indicated by the results obtained for 1974: while individual fecun-

. . 

dity in class III was 3.3 time~ lower than in class I, in classiV 
. 

- already 22.4 times and in class V - as much as 37.2 times lower 
(Fig . 7 A). 

The data given above indicate that the fecundity of individu
als grown under different density conditions varies much morethan 
do their size and habitus. Seed production .j.s the result·ant of the 
number of seeds in a silicle and the number of silicles produced 
by one individual. The former character appears to be as variable 
as the latter. The confidence intervals calculated for the mean 
value for the study period do not coincide or overlap even if 
neighbouring density classes Dre compared (Figo 7 0). In the par
ticular study years the number of seeds per an average silicle in 
analogous density classes differs insignificantly. at the adopted 
level of error risk. It is not practically affected by weather 
conditions, and does not show any relationship to the length of 
the life history of Eo verna. 

On account of the problems included in the scope of the re-
, 

.search undertaken the possibility of precisely assessing the ef-
fect of density on the fecundity of individuals becomes very im
portant. The assessment was carried out on the basis of data from 
specially selected plots differing from each other each year ex-
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actly by 5 seedlings in the interval of 1 to 56. The correlation 
coefficient, calculated on the basis of the average. for the study 

period, individual diaspore production (r = -0.99) indicates a 

very close, negative correlation of both characters. The value of 
. 

the regression coefficient shows, that with an increase m density 
2 by one seedling per 0.01 m adult individuals will produce fewer 

seeds by 15.8 than individuals free from the pressure of neigh

bours (Fig. 8). 
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Fig. a. Correlation between seedling density and individual fecun
dity 

3.4. Contribution of individuals of different density 
classes to the total seed production 

The overall contribution of individuals representing the dif

ferent density classes to the total production of seeds is deter
mined by their fecundity and numberso In the seedling phase, den

sity class I individuals form each year the least numerous group. 

Their proportion does not exceed 4% of all the seedlings taken 
into account in the present study. Class IV and class V indivi
duals represented a considerable, although different each year, 
percentage; their total contribution amounted on an average to 

56 • 4% ( F 1 g o 9 A ) • 

In the fruiting season the population structure is subject to 

conspicuous changes. The proportion of class I individuals is over 
twice as large, but they continue to be the least numerous frac
tion, not exceeding 8% of all . individuals. The parcentageof c~~ 

• 
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II individuals was noticeably higher; in the f i r st five years 
they dominated numerically over the individua l s of the other clas-
ses. But the proportion of in

dividuals of classes IV and V 
was much smaller: they consti
tuted jointly 32.5% (Fig. 9 8 ). 

The contribution of the dif-
ferent groups of individuals to 
t he total production of diaspores 
i s not proportionute to their 
numbers, especially to their 
i ni tiDl numbers (in the seedling 
phose). Individua ls of den s ity 
class II account on a n aver~ge 

for as much as 60.4% of the totnl 
seed production. The joint con
tribution of individuals of cla s
ses IV and V is a s low as 7.5%, 
being lower by over 3% than 
tha t of clnss I individunls(Fig. 
9 C). 

Fig. 9. Relationships be two en :irl
dividuols of the particular den

sity classes 
A - proportion of individuals in 
the seedling phase, 8 - propor
tion of individuals in the fruit
ing phase (in either case 100% 
was the joint number of individu
als in the plots taken into ac
count in the study), C-contribu
tion of individuals belonging to 
different density classes to the 
total production of seeds. Oen-

sity classes as in Figure 1 
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4. DISCUSSION 

The first paper of the present series hc:Js shown tha t D growt h 
in the density of seedlings in an E. verna population causes an 
increase in mortality, acceleration of the r a te of phenological 
development, as well as a decrease of the proportion of indi vidu
als attaining generative phases. Thu s the chance to s urvive and 
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ly, strong competitive interactions between individuals under 
' 

nutrient supply conditions in the biotope. 
The polymorphism of E. verna has been noticed already by 

S c h u 1 z (1927), and M a t u s z I< i e w i c z (1948a, 1948b) . 

has . devoted to .it two publications of the type of taxonomic-bio

metric studies on the diagnostic value of some of the ·charactars. 
iiowever, the papers just ' quoted concentrated on geographical va

riatj;ons, entirely omitting the effect of other non-geneticsources 
of differences between individuals. 

The present studies have demonstrated that the following are 

the most plastic characters of E. verna, as well as of many other 
plant species: stalk length (plant height) and the number of dia
spores per one individual .(z a r z y c k i 1965, S ~ m o n i

d e s 1974a, 1974b, li a r p e r 1977, S t a s i a k 1978). 

According to S u 1 m a, T o k a r z and ~i i e r z c h o V'J-

s k a - R e n k e (1967), a grent variability of the above cha
racters is particularly characteristic of plants with a wide eco
logical scale. Covariant with the height of a plant appear to be 
the remaining characters: root · length, leaf-rosette diameter, num

ber of stalks and number of. fruits • . 
Individuals growing under different density conditions clear

ly differ in stalk length alreody in the vegetative growth phase 

(Fig. 1). The differences grow gradually until the end of the life 
of the population, though there is a simultaneous gradualdecrease 
of differences in the density of the particular aggregations(Fig. 
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2). This finding indicates that the final size attained by a plant 
is primarily determined by the conditions of its growth in the 
earliest phase of its life. This conclusion is also supported by 

the analysis of the relative growth rate: a plant realizes over 
6Q% of its increment already in the juvenile phase, irrespective 
of the density under which it grows (Fig. 3). Thus the relative 
growth rate in the ontogenesis of e. verna is probably determined 
genetically. But dependent on the living conditions of the· plant 
~ar ly in its life is its size (and the size of its organs), this 

• 

dependence continuing also in the subsequent phases of the life 
history. 

The height of plants varies little in plots of density class~ 
es I and II, but its variability markedly increases in plots of 
the remaining classes (Fig. 4). This indicates on the one hand 

. 
small genetic differences between individuals, and 9n the other 
hand a significant effect of overcrowding, determining the varia• 
bility of the character in question. 

The effect of density on the size of a plant, and the varia
bility of this plant is no doubt connected with the competitive 
interactions between individuals \Vhich •• starve.. each other if 
the capacity of the biotope is limited (H a r p e r 1961, 1964). 
Due to competition and undernourishment associated with it, in a 
considerable number of individuals growing under high-density con
ditions (plots of classes IV and V, and in soma years alsoof class 
·III) the stalk does not develop, while a large number of indivi
duals living under such conditions attain a dwarfish size. Only 
a small number· of them attain the size characteristic of individu
als free from the pressure of overcrowding • 

. 
In the light of the above considerations it is clear why a 

statistical in~ividual in plots of classes IV and V was much 
shorter than in class I and II plots, whereas variation within heav
ily overcrowded aggregations was greater than that in plots with 
a small number of individuals9 This finding confirms the thesis 
put forward by Japanese ecologists that a population forms an in

tegrated system, whereas the possibility of growing of the individ
uals depend on the resources disposed of by the population as a 
whole (K . i r a, 0 g a w a and Sag a z a k i 1953, S hi-
n o z a k 1 and K i r a 1956, Y o d a, K i r a and H a-

z u m i 1957). 
In the case of an E. verna population consisting of many spa-
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tially delimited aggregations it may be stated that it is . the 

aggregations of in.dividuals that form integrated, independently func

tioning systems. Within their boundaries nutrients are shared,and 

differences arise between individuals which compete for these nu

trients if their quantity is smallerthan the expected requirement 

of the specific number of individuals making up an aggregation. 

The significant covc:lriation, found during the present studies, 

of the morphological characters analysed may be determined gene

tically or be the result of 8n indeper1dent reaction of organs· to 

the conditions under which the individu81 is growing. Depending 

on the density, length of the life history and \Veather conditions, 

the size of the vegetative organs of the plants varied, and so did 

the habitus of the individuals and their dinspore production. 

The wealth of plastic reactions in plDnts which reproduce ge

neratively has many times been reported in the relevant l~erature 

(P a l m b 1 a d 1968, S y m o n i d e s 1974a, W i 1 k o ~

-M i c h a l s k a 1976, F a 1 i n s k a 1977)o The close re

lationship l1~s also been l<now11 ~etween population density and in

dividual production of diaspores (S a 1 i s b u r y 1942, H o d-

9 s o n and 8 1 a c I< m o n 1957, 5 y m o n i d e s 1979b, 

L e e and B D z z a z 1980, W e i n e r 1980, L a w 1981). 

In E. verna the rela tionship between the density Dndfucundity 

of an individual is porticularly strongly marked (Figs. 7, 8). 

Seed production is the resultant of several characters: number of 

stall<s, number of silicles on a stalk anJ number of seeds in a 

silicle, each of which is negatively correlated with density. 

Bigger, more branched plants produced oach year a larger number 

of fruits and seeds thon did small ones with only a single stalk. 

Thus both the size of the vegetative orgnns ond the fecu11dity 

of E. verna plants ~re controlled by density-dependent factors 

( 8 a r k h a m 1980 ) • 

The size of the loa f-rosette seems to play a particular role. 

It is an index of the size of the assimilation apparatus on which 

the arnount of the assimilated energy depends to o large extent. 

If a more or less constant percentage is ussumed of bound energy 

that the plants utilize for their growth, current maintenance 

and reproduction, then the relationship between leaf-rosette size 

and individunl fecundity 'becomes understandable. This relation

sllip hos olso been found in other rosette-forming plants, e.g., 

Dipsocus sylvestris Huds . (w e r n e r 1977), Senecio jacobDea L • 

• 
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(M e i j d e n and W a a 1 s - K o o i 1979), Tragopogon he
terospermus Schweiggo and Androsace septentrionalis L. (S y m o
n i d e s 1979a). 

Results from studies of variations in morphological charac
tare and especially of the variability of the fecundity of E.ver-
na, depending on seedling density indi~ate strong competitive in
teractions between individuals from the beginning of their life. 
They are usually strongly marked. if the competitive relationship 
is between individuals of the same species and the same genera
tion, thus individuals with very similar requirements with regard 
to the resources of the biotope (R a b o t n o v 1950, 5 u k a
~ e v 1953, M c N a u g h t o n and W o 1 f 1970). 

In E. verna the competition between individuals in the ear
liest life phase is intensified due to the fact that the growth 
of seedlings is almost simultaneous and their size is almost iden
tical (S y m o n i ·d e s 1983). Obviously, even smalldifferences 
in the germination date, and small variations of the sizeof seed
lings may have caused within the same aggregations differences in 
the chance of the individuals to survive and reproduce (R o s s 

and H a r p e r 1972, 5 y m o n i d e s 1978). 

A seemingly surprising, and therefore requiring clarifica
tion is the presence of significant differences in the size and 
fecundity of individuals representing density classes I and II. 
It indicates certain limitations in the free growth Dnd develop
ment of E. verna already at low levels of density of the individ
uals inhabiting the same area, that is, when the average distance 
between seedlings is still 2-4 cm. This distance is long enough 
not to permit direct contact between seedlings, but when the leaf
-rosettes have formed, i.e., several days after the germination, 
the leaves of neighbouring individuals in class II plots overlap 
in 27 .2~0 o This is because the distance between the individuals (on 
an average 3 cm from the middle of the rosette ) is smaller than 
the rosette diameter (on an average 3.6 cm). The statement may 
thus be ventured that the assimilative capacity of individuals in 
plots of density claas II is limited by impeded light flow to the 
leaves, and as a result their growth is also limited, relative to 
that of individuals free from the effect of neighbours. 

In higher density classes the competition bet\veen individuals 
is probably caused also by a low nutrient content in the soils 
(Gore 1961,Harper and Gaj · ic 1961,Marshall 
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1965 , W i 1 1 i s 1965, W 11 i t e ~r1d H a r p e r 1970). 

Tl1is will become clear when the fact is taken into account that 

the content of humus in the soils of the study areas is only 0.23% 

(S y rn on i de s 1974b)o From this follows tl1at the supply of 

nutrients is not sufficient for a large number of individuals con

centrated in a small nrea, hence the increased .. competitive pres

sure" between individuals with an increooo in density. 

A detailed analysis of tl1e relationship between the density 

of seedlings and individucl fecundity hus shown, ho~vever, that 

a close negntive correlation is mai11tained only to a certnin tllre

shold densityo If density exceeds the level of 46 seedlings per 
0 .01 m2 , the relationship between the two cl1orncters loses its 1~
car nature (Fig. 8). 

Apart fron1 the density-dependent fc:~ctoro, the size of the ve

getative organs and the fecundity of E. verna individualsare also 

under the influence of the ler1gth of the vegetative growth per

iod: if the life history is relatively long, then plants ore big
ger , more branched and produce more seeds. It should be noted, 

however , th a t the length of the life history of E. verno, though 
beirJg prima rily determined by the date of seed germination, may 

to some extent depend on density (s y m o n i d e s 1983). 

C a s w e 1 1 ond W e r n o r (1978) attribute tl1e relation

ship between the duration of the life history and .the size and fe
cualdity of plants to differences in the amount of nutrients as

similated which is larger wh~n the life l1istory is longer. In ad

dition, H a r p c r and W h i t e (1974) explain that annuals 

attain generative phoses without the action of ~ny environmental 

stimuli, and only with a long gr0\1th period can they be ••fully ex

ploited'', that is, can produce large numbers of seeds. 

Climatic conditions probably also contribute to the varia-

'tions, in the different year, in individual fecundity in plontsof 

ana logous density classes. Unfortunutely, because of chonging v·leath

er conditions during the growth and development of E. verna,it is 

difficult to demonstrate causal relationships between air-tempera

ture systems and the amount of precipitation, and the size o.f the 

vegetative organs and fecundity of individuals. A negative effect 
• 

has only been found of a prolonged drought in 1974 on both the 

growth and seed production of E. verna. 
To sum up, the studies have shown that the primary spatial 

structure of a population ·- spatial structure of seedlings - is 
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a significant factor causing differences in the size and fecundity 
of individuals. As a ~esult of its effect, the overall contribu
tion of individuals representing different classes of density to 
the total production of seeds is not proportionate to their num
bers (Fig. 9). The results also suggest an uneven contribution 
of individuals to the real fecundity of the population if the 
ability to germinate ·\vere independent of the density of the plants 
tha t have produced them, and if each viable seed had the same 
chance to germinate. These problems will be dealt within the last 
paper of the present series (S y m o n 1 d e s- in press). 

5. SUMWo\RY 

The present paper represents part of wide-scope studies con
cerned with the role of int·ra-popuiation interactions in the regu
lat~on of numbers in an E. verna population. The preceding paper 
discussed the effect of interactions between individuals on the 
growth rate and survival (S y m o n i d e s 1983). The subject 
of the present paper is an analysis of the growth ·rate, morpholog
ical characters and fecundity of individuals growing under dif
ferent density conditions. 

The starting point in the studies was the following assump
tions: (1) the intensity of interactions between even-aged indi
viduals is to a large extent the function of the distances sepa
rating them, (2) differences between individuals lead to an une
ven sharing of biotope resources, thus being a significant element 
of populption stability (~ o m n i c k i 1980), (3) different 

I 

weather conditions may weaken or intensify intra-population in-
teractions. 

The studies were carried out in the years 1968-1974 m a patch 
of Festuco-Koelerietum glauceae. For the purpose of the studies 
five seedling density classes were taken intQ account: class I -

1-2, class II - 5-10, class III - 15-30, class IV - 35-50, class 

V 55 or more seedlings per 0.01 m2 • 

Measurements of the height of individuals for the assessment 
of the rate of their seasonal growth were made in the seedling, 
vegetative growth, budding, flowering, fruiting and seed-dissemi
nating phases. Taken into account in the analysis ofmo~hplogical 
characters including - in addition to plant height - root length, 
leaf-rosette diameter, number of stalks .and number of silicles. 
were only individuals in the fruiting phase. A sample always con-
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sisted of 100 randomly selected individuals from each density 
class. The fecundity of the plants was determined on the basis of 
the product of the number of silicles and the number of seeds in 
an average silicle. 

The studies have shown that in the seedling phase individuals 
do not practically ·differ in their size, but already from the 
next phase - the lower the density, the higher the plants. Dif
ferences in the height of individuals of the different density 
classes are conspicuous each year, regardless of the . length of 
the life history and weather conditions (Fig. 1). They persist 
until the end of the life of the population, in spite of a gradu
al decrease in density differences, caused by a higher mortality 
in plots of the higher density classes (Figo 2). The hLghest re-
lative growth rate is seen at an early stage of the life history 
of plants, and it does not then show any relationship with their 
density (Fig. 3). Differences in the size of individuals within 
the aggregations depend on the intensity of interactions between 
plants, the stronger the interactions, the greater the differences 
(Fig. 4). 

As a result of intra-population interactions, plants growing 
at a high density are shorter, and they have a shorter root, smal
ler leaf-rosette diameter, and fewer stalks and silicles than 
plants .free from the pressure of neighbours (Fig. 5). All charac
ters are simultaneously subject to the effect of factors from out
side the population, but the differences caused by the competitive 

• 

interactions between individuals are not blurred (Fig. 6). 
Particularly striking is the relationship between seedlingden

sity and individual fecundity (Fig. 7). A growth in density by one 
seedling causes a decrease in individual production by 15.8 seeds 
(Fig. 8) o As a .result·, individuals growing in heavily crowded ag• 
gregations produce jointly fewer seeds than in plots sparsely over
grown with seedlings (Fig. 9). 

To sum up, the study has demonstrated a significant effect of 
interactions between individuals on their size and fecundity. Ag• 

gregations of individuals form ecological systems, functioning in• 
dependently, in which nutrient supply is shared, and there is com
petition there between individuals which differ in size and fecun
dity (cf. Yoda, Kira and Hozumi 1957,Mc .Naug-
h . t o n and ~~ o 1 f 1 9 7 0 , l-1 a r p e r 19 7 7 ) • 
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6. POLISH SUMMARY 

Praca jest cz~sci~ szerszych studi6w poswi~conych roli oddzia
lywan wewn~trzpopulacyjnych w regulacji liczebnosci populacji e. 
verna. W poprzedniej publikacji om6wiono wp!yw interakcji rni~dzy 

osobnikami na tempo ich rozwoju i przezywalnosc(S y m on id e s 
1983). Przedmiotem prezentowanej pracy jest natomiast analiza tem
pa wzrostu, cech morfologicznych i plodnosci osobnikow wyroslych 
w odmiennych warunkach zag~szczenia. 

Punktem wyjscia w badaniach byly nastQpuj~ce zalozenia: 1) 
sila wzajemnych oddzialywa~ mi~dzy osobnikami jednego wieku jest 

w znacznym stopniu fu~kcj~ dziel~cych je odleglosci~ 2) zr6znicowa
nie mi~dzy osobnikami powoduje w efekcie nier6wny podzial zasob6w 
biotopu, jest wi~c istotnym elementem stabilnosci populacji(~ o m
nick i 1980), 3) odmienne warunki pogodowe mog~ oslabiac lub 

wzmacniac interakcje wewn~trzpopulacyjne. 
Badania prowadzono w latach 1968-1974 w placie Festuco-Koele

rietum glaucae. Ze wzgl~du na ich eel uwzgl~dniono 5 klas zag~sz

czenia siewek obejmujQcych: I klasa- 1-2, II klasa - 5-10, Ill 
~lasa - 15-30, IV klasa - 35-50, V klasa 55 lub wi~cej siewek na 
powierzchni 0,01 m2 • 

Pomiar wysokosci osobnik6w dla oceny tempa ich sezonowegowzro
stu przeprowadzono w fazie siewki, wzrostu wegetatywnego, p~czko

wania, kwitnienia, owocowania i rozsiewania nasion. Analizq cech 

morfologicznych, uwzgl~dniaj~cych - opr6cz wysokosci rosliny -
dlugo'6 korzenia, ~redniCQ rozetki li,ciowej, liczb~ ~odyg i lic2-
b~ luszczynek, obj~to wyl~cznie osobniki w fazie owocowania. Pr6-. 
b~ stanowilo zawsze 100 losowo wyznaczonych osobnik6w z kat~ej 

klasy zag~szczenia. Plodnosc roslin ustalono na podstawie iloczy~ 

nu liczby luszczynek i liczby nasion w przeci~tnej luszczynce. 
Badania wy~azaly, ze w fazie siewki praktycznie nie istnieje 

zr6znicowanie wielkosci osobnik6w. Juz od nast~pnej fazy osobniki 
SQ jednak tym wyzsze, im mniejsze by~o zag~szczenie siewek. R6z
nice w wysokosci osobnik6w poszczeg6lnych klas zag~szczenia s~ wy
razne w kazdym roku, niezaleznie od d~ugotrwalosci cyklu i wa
runk6w pogodowych (rys. 1). Utrzymuj~ si~ one do konca zycia po
pulacji pomimo stopniowego zmniejszania si~ r6znic w zag~szczeniu, 
spowodowanego wyzsz~ smiertelnosci~ na poletkach wysokich klas za

g~szczen (rys. 2). Wzgl~dne tempo wzrostu jest najwyzsze we wcze
snym okresie ~ycia ro~lin i nie wykazuje wtedy zwi~zku z ich za-
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g~szczeniem (ryso 3). Zr6~nicowanie wielko~ci os obnik6w w obr~

bie poszczeg6lnych sl~ upisl< jes t tym wy~sze, im silniej oddzioluj~ 

na siebie b<Jdone ro s liny (.rys o 4). 

Intereakcje wewnQ trzpopulucyjn e powodujQ, ~e ro~liny w yros ~ e 

w duzym zag~szczeniu SQ nizszc, r:1 aj ~ kr6tszy korzer'1, mniejsz~ ro

~etk~ li~ciowQ , mn i ejszQ liczL~ lodyg i lu szczynek ni~ wolne od 

presji s~siud6w ( r ys . 5) . Ws zyst ki e cechy podleg a j~ r6wnoc ze6-
nie \·vpJ:ywom czynnikow zew-~Jn ~ t rznych VJ stosunku do populacj i, tym 

nierr1niej nie ~acie ra j Q one r6znic wywolanych konl<urencyjnym od

dzia;tywaniem mi~dzy os o bni kami (ryso 6). 
. ' Szczeg6lnie jask r awo zaznacza si~ zwiQZek mJ.~ozy z 2.g ~szcze-

nicm sie~ek a plodno ~ci~ os obni k6w (rys. 7). Wzrost zog-Qszczenia 

o jednQ sieWkQ powoduj e spadek os obniczej pr ud u~cji o 15,8 nasion 

(ryso 8). Wskutek tego o s obni ki w silnie z a g~ s zczonych skupiska ch 

produkujQ l~cznie mniej na s i on nit na polet kuch skQpo poro~ni~

tych siewkami (rys . 9) . 
Reasumuj~c, badania wyl<a znly i s totny wplyw oddzia l ywa~ rniedzy 

osobnikomi na ich wi e lko~6 i p ~odno~6. Poszczeg6lne sl<upiska osob
nik6w tworz~ samodzielni c fun kcjonujoce systomy e kologicznc,~kt6-

rych dokonuje si~ podziDl za sob6w, konl<urencja mi9dzy osobnikami 

oraz r6~nicowanie i c h wielko ~ci i p l odno~ci (poro Y o d a, K i

r a i l~ o z u m i 19 57 , r·"'l c N a u g h t o n i W o 1 f 19 70, 

H a r p e r 19?7). 
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